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We analyse a gedankenexperiment previously considered by Mari et al. [1] that involves quantum
superpositions of charged and/or massive bodies (“particles”) under the control of the observers,
Alice and Bob. In the electromagnetic case, we show that the quantization of electromagnetic radi-
ation (which causes decoherence of Alice’s particle) and vacuum fluctuations of the electromagnetic
field (which limits Bob’s ability to localize his particle to better than a charge-radius) both are
essential for avoiding apparent paradoxes with causality and complementarity. We then analyze
the gravitational version of this gedankenexperiment. We correct an error in the analysis of Mari
et al. [1] and of Baym and Ozawa [2], who did not properly account for the conservation of center
of mass of an isolated system. We show that the analysis of the gravitational case is in complete
parallel with the electromagnetic case provided that gravitational radiation is quantized and that
vacuum fluctuations limit the localization of a particle to no better than a Planck length. This
provides support for the view that (linearized) gravity should have a quantum field description.
I. INTRODUCTION
An understanding of the fundamental nature of gravity
and spacetime remains one of the most significant open
issues in theoretical physics. The lack of a background
spacetime structure in general relativity—the spacetime
metric itself is the dynamical variable—makes it impos-
sible to formulate a quantum theory of gravity by sim-
ply applying standard procedures that work for other
fields. Although one can formulate an entirely satis-
factory quantum field theory of linearized gravity—it
is just a massless spin-2 field—severe difficulties arise
when one attempts to go significantly beyond this de-
scription. Thus, there have been suggestions that grav-
ity/spacetime could be fundamentally classical, or that
its marriage with quantum mechanics requires a radical
change of perspective on quantization [3, 4], or that quan-
tization of gravity could be an ill-posed question in the
first place [5]—although there also have been many ar-
guments given for the necessity of a quantum description
of gravity [6–11].
In order to gain more insight into the quantum prop-
erties of gravity, it is helpful to consider the gravitational
field associated with a quantum source, as already dis-
cussed by Feynman [12, 13]. This is the basis of propos-
als for actual experiments employing macroscopic masses
in superpositions [7, 14–21]. The main aim of these
works is to rule out semi-classical gravity as an exact
theory [22, 23], which would treat the gravitational field
as classical even when the source is in a macroscopic su-
perposition at different locations—in contrast with the
expectations of standard quantum mechanics that a mass
in superposition would generate a quantum superposition
of gravitational fields. More recently, in [24, 25] a novel
way to witness entanglement due to solely the gravita-
tional interaction was proposed. The authors use a grav-
itationally induced phase shift between two previously
independent masses, both in superposition of different
locations, which acts fully analogous to an entangling
CSIGN gate [26]. They propose to witness the entan-
glement through correlation measurements between ad-
ditional spin degrees of freedom. The claim is that, if
entanglement between the spins of the two masses is cer-
tified then gravity should be a quantum coherent media-
tor (see also [11, 27]).
However, as stressed already in [14, 28], all the previ-
ous proposals1 can be accounted for by just considering
the (non-local) gravitational potential in the Schro¨dinger
equation describing the two particles, without any ref-
erence to dynamical degrees of freedom of the gravita-
tional field. This has led the authors of [28] to argue
that, even if successful in witnessing entanglement, ex-
periments like [24, 25] would say nothing about the quan-
tum nature of the gravitational field.
In this work we provide a different conclusion by revis-
iting a gedankenexperiment previously considered by [1],
which is very similar in its essential aspects to one intro-
duced earlier by [2]. We first analyze the electromagnetic
version of this gedankenexperiment and emphasize that
the quantum nature of the electromagnetic field is essen-
tial to maintain a fully consistent description. We then
show that the analysis of the gravitational version of this
gedankenexperiment follows in complete parallel to the
electromagnetic case. In the course of our analysis of the
1 With the notable exception of [18], in which a dynamical version
of the Page–Geilker scenario is considered.
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2gravitational version, we correct an important error ap-
pearing in [1] and [2], where the conservation of the cen-
ter of mass of an isolated system was not properly taken
into account. We find that the quantum nature of the
gravitational field—both with regard to the quantization
of gravitational radiation and the impossibility of local-
ization to better than a Planck length—is essential for
avoiding inconsistencies in the behavior of this system.
This weakens the claim of [28] that it is impossible to
say anything about the necessity of quantized dynamical
degrees of freedom of gravity with table top experiments
like [24, 25].
In Sec.II we describe the gedankenexperiment of [1].
We analyze the electromagnetic version of this experi-
ment in Sec.III and the gravitational version in Sec.IV.
Our results are summarized in section V .
We will work in units with ~ = c = 1.
II. THE GEDANKENEXPERIMENT OF MARI
ET AL.
Consider two parties Alice and Bob, at a distance
D from each other, each controlling a charged and/or
massive body, with charges qA and qB and masses mA
and mB , respectively. In the electromagnetic version
of this gedankenexperiment, we will ignore all gravita-
tional effects; in the gravitational version, we will put
qA = qB = 0 and consider the gravitational effects.
Since we will be interested only in the center of mass de-
grees of freedom of the bodies, we will hereafter refer to
these bodies as “particles,” but we emphasize that these
particles need not be elementary particles (or atoms or
molecules) and thus they may have large charge and/or
mass. We assume that Alice’s particle also has spin and
that, in the distant past, she sent her particle through a
Stern-Gerlach apparatus, putting it in an equal superpo-
sition, 1√
2
(|L〉A| ↓〉A+|R〉A| ↑〉A), of states |L〉A and |R〉A
spatially separated by distance d. We assume that Al-
ice did this separation process adiabatically, so negligible
(electromagnetic or gravitational) radiation was emitted.
On the other hand, Bob’s particle is initially held in a
trap with a sufficiently strong confining potential so that
any influences of Alice’s particle on the state of Bob’s
particle are negligible.
At a pre-arranged time, t = 0, Bob makes a choice of
either releasing his particle from the trap or leaving it in
the trap. If he releases his particle, then his particle will
react to the electromagnetic or gravitational influence of
Alice’s particle, which will depend on the two amplitudes
corresponding to the states |L〉A, |R〉A. Bob’s particle
will thereby become correlated with Alice’s, with location
of the center of mass of Bob’s particle getting correlated
with the location of Alice’s particle. Let TB denote the
time at which Bob completes his experiment, at which
time the center of mass displacement of the different pos-
sible locations of his particle will be denoted δx. If δx
is sufficiently large, the location difference will make the
possible states of Bob’s particle nearly orthogonal, so his
particle will be nearly maximally correlated with Alice’s,
and thus Alice’s particle will be in a highly mixed state.
In other words, Bob has acquired maximal ”which-path”
information about Alice’s particle.
In the meantime, beginning also at t = 0, Alice sends
her particle through a “reversing” Stern-Gerlach appara-
tus (similar to the experimental proposal in [24]), in such
a way that if her particle had remained unentangled (and
thus in a pure state), she could successfully perform an
interference experiment. She completes this process in
time TA. The arrangement of this gedankenexperiment
is shown in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 1. Arrangement of the gedankenexperiment. Alice’s
particle is prepared in a spatial superposition with separation
d while Bob’s particle, at distance D  d, is initially local-
ized by a trap. At the start of the protocol Bob can decide
whether or not to release his particle from the trap, while
Alice starts to recombine the paths of her particle. (When
dividing and recombining the paths of her particle, Alice uses
Stern-Gerlach devices, as discussed in [1, 24].) If Bob can
acquire which-path information in a time TB < D and Al-
ice recombines the superposition in a time TA < D without
emitting radiation, then inconsistencies with causality or com-
plementarity arise: Assuming complementarity holds, Alice
could, by testing the coherence of her state (e.g., by measur-
ing the additional spin degree of freedom in an appropriate
basis, looking for the interference pattern, etc.) determine
whether or not Bob opened the trap, in violation of causality.
Alternatively, assuming causality holds, Alice could maintain
the coherence of her state while which-path information has
been acquired by Bob, in violation of complementarity.
The most interesting case to consider is the one where
TB < D and TA < D (as illustrated in Fig. 1), so that
Alice and Bob are spacelike separated from each other
during the entire time when Bob’s particle is (possibly)
untrapped and Alice recombines her particle. This ap-
pears to lead to a paradoxical situation: If Bob opens
the trap and can obtain “which-path” information from
the behavior of his particle—which he should be able to
3do to at least to some degree—then, by the principle
complementarity, Alice’s particle must at least partially
decohere, and she will then fail in her attempt to obtain
a pure final state. On the other hand, if Bob left his par-
ticle in the trap, Bob’s particle will remain in its (pure)
ground state and cannot entangle with Alice’s particle,
so it might appear that Alice should be able to succeed
in obtaining a pure final state. However, if this were the
case, then the final state of Alice’s particle would depend
upon what Bob did, and Alice and Bob would be able
to perform superluminal communication. We emphasize
that if Bob can in any way influence the purity of Alice’s
final state when TB < D and TA < D, then some de-
gree of superluminal communication would be enabled.
Conversely, if we assume that no superluminal commu-
nication is possible, i.e. that causality holds, then Bob’s
acquisition of “which-path” information without affect-
ing the state of Alice’s particle would appear to violate
complementarity. This is analogous to the situation ana-
lyzed in [2]2. Thus it might appear that complementarity
and causality cannot both hold.
We now analyze the electromagnetic version of this
gedankenexperiment and show that a proper treatment
of it leads to fully consistent results. Although our dis-
cussion will be different in various respects and we will
emphasize different aspects of some of the issues, our re-
sults in the electromagnetic case will be compatible with
the previous analyses of [1] and [2].
III. ANALYSIS OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC
VERSION
In our analysis of the electromagnetic gedankenexperi-
ment, we will treat the particles of Alice and Bob via non-
relativistic quantum mechanics—which should be a good
description if they are sufficiently massive and slow—and
treat the electromagnetic field as a (relativistic) quantum
field. After Alice sends her particle through the Stern-
Gerlach apparatus, her particle will be entangled with its
own electromagnetic field, but we assume that it is not
entangled with anything else. Hence, the state of the sys-
tem at time t = 0—i.e., just before Bob opens the trap
and just before Alice starts to recombine her particle—is
described by
|Ψ〉 = 1√
2
[
|L〉A| ↓〉A|αL〉F + |R〉A| ↑〉A|αR〉F
]
⊗ |ψ0〉B .
(1)
Here |L〉A is the component of Alice’s particle that “went
to the left” under the Stern-Gerlach splitting, whereas
|R〉A is the component of Alice’s particle that “went to
2 See also Hardy’s discussion of a similar gedankenexperiment,
which he traces back to Y. Aharonov, in [29].
the right”. The states |αL〉F and |αR〉F are the cor-
responding states of the electromagnetic field. More
precisely, |αL〉F is assumed to be the coherent state of
the electromagnetic field associated with the retarded
solution with charge density ρL = qA|ψL|2 and cur-
rent density ~jL = qA/mAIm(ψ¯L~∇ψL), where ψL is the
Schro¨dinger wavefunction of the state |L〉A [30–34]. Fi-
nally, |ψ0〉B denotes the ground state of Bob’s particle
when it is in the trap.
We note that it will typically be the case that
|〈αL|αR〉F |  1, so in this sense, Alice’s particle will
have decohered at t = 0, before Bob releases his parti-
cle and before she attempts to recombine her particle.
However, as discussed by Unruh [30], this is a “false de-
coherence.” If Bob keeps his particle in the trap and
Alice recombines her particle adiabatically, she will have
no difficulty, in principle, in restoring the coherence, as
the field “follows” the particle and recombines itself when
the particle is recombined.
We are interested in determining the effects of Bob
opening the trap on the decoherence of Alice’s parti-
cle. Our aim is to obtain a qualitative understanding
of what phenomena play key roles as well as to obtain
a semi-quantitative understanding of the magnitude of
these phenomena. Thus, we will be content with mak-
ing only rough, order of magnitude estimates and we will
routinely discard numerical factors of order unity when
making these estimates. As previously stated, we will
work in units with ~ = c = 1.
First, we note that Alice’s and Bob’s particles do not
interact with each other directly. Rather they each in-
teract with the local electromagnetic field. Consequently,
since the quantum electromagnetic field propagates in an
entirely causal manner, it is clear that when TA < D and
TB < D, it is impossible
3 for anything that Bob does to
influence the outcome of Alice’s experiment. Thus, there
can be no violation of causality. Second, since we analyze
the gedankenexperiment using quantum theory, we can
assign a quantum state to the system at all times. Since
complementarity is a feature of all quantum states, there
can be no violation of complementarity. Nevertheless, it
is of interest to understand clearly how the paradoxes
of Section II are being resolved, i.e. why Bob’s actions
do not influence the decoherence of Alice’s particle when
TA < D and how they can influence this decoherence
when TA > D.
There are two properties of the quantum electromag-
netic field that play a crucial role in our analysis. The
first is the presence of vacuum fluctuations. (Similar fluc-
tuations occur in all physically reasonable states.) When
3 Here we neglect/ignore any effects of superluminal “wavepacket
spreading,” which can occur in our nonrelativistic treatment of
the particles via nonrelativistic quantum mechanics.
4averaged over a spacetime region of (space and time) di-
mension R—recall that we have set c = 1—the magni-
tude of the vacuum fluctuations of the electric field will
be of order4 [35]
∆E ∼ 1/R2 . (2)
When averaged over a worldline for a timescale R, the
electric field will randomly fluctuate by this magnitude.
The classical motion of a free, nonrelativistic particle of
charge q and mass m will be influenced by this electric
field according to Newton’s second law, mx¨ = qE. Inte-
grating this equation, we find that the vacuum fluctua-
tions of the electromagnetic field will displace the posi-
tion of a classical free particle over the timescale R by
the amount
∆x ∼ q/m (3)
independently of R. Thus, as a consequence of vacuum
fluctuations, a classical free particle cannot be localized
to better than its charge-radius5 q/m. We assume that
the same must be true for a quantum free particle. Note
that the charge-radius localization limit is more stringent
than the localization limit given by the Compton wave-
length, 1/m, only when6 q > 1. However, it should be
possible to evade the Compton wavelength localization
limit by using relativistic bodies, whereas the charge ra-
dius localization limit is a fundamental limit arising from
the quantum nature of the electromagnetic field.
The inability to localize a particle to better than its
charge radius has the consequence of limiting Bob’s abil-
ity to entangle his particle with Alice’s. In order for sig-
nificant entanglement to be achieved after Bob releases
his particle from the trap, it is necessary that the dif-
ference in the electromagnetic fields resulting from the
different components of the wavefunction of Alice’s par-
ticle be large enough to produce a displacement
δx > qB/mB (4)
in the motion of Bob’s particle.
The second key property of the quantum electromag-
netic field is the existence of quantized electromagnetic
radiation. When Alice recombines her particle with her
4 Here, ∆E =
√〈[E(f)]2〉, where E(f) is the electric field smeared
with a smooth function f with support in a region of size R that
is nearly constant in this region and normalized so that
∫
f = 1.
Eq. (2) follows from the fact that the two-point correlation func-
tion of the vector potential behaves as 1/σ —where σ denotes the
squared geodesic distance between the points—and the electric
field is constructed from one derivative of the vector potential.
5 Re-inserting ~ and c the charge radius is given by ~q/(mcqP ),
where qP =
√
~c is the Planck charge. In the text qP = 1.
6 For an electron, we have q =
√
α ∼ 10−1, so we must use com-
posite bodies to achieve q > 1.
“reverse Stern-Gerlach” apparatus, the effective dipole
moment DA = qAd resulting from the difference in the
retarded fields of the different components of her parti-
cle’s wavefunction will be reduced to zero. If Alice is able
to do the recombination sufficiently adiabatically, no ra-
diation will be emitted, and |αL〉F and |αR〉F in (1) will
both adiabatically return to the vacuum state |0〉F . If
there are no influences from Bob’s particle (or any en-
vironmental degrees of freedom), Alice then will be able
to succeed in her coherence experiment; the final state
of her particle will be pure. However, if Alice has to
complete her experiment within time TA, she may not
be able to perform the recombination adiabatically and
|αL〉F and |αR〉F will not return to the vacuum. If the
resulting final states of the electromagnetic field differ by
& 1 photon, then they will be (nearly) orthogonal. This
will cause her attempt at recoherence to fail.
Let us now estimate the size of the above two effects.
First, when Bob opens his trap for time TB < D, he
experiences only the static electric fields associated with
the different components of Alice’s particle. His ability
to obtain “which-path” information will rest entirely on
his ability to detect the effective dipole moment DA re-
sulting from the difference in the retarded fields of the
different components of Alice’s particle’s wavefunction.
The electric field difference associated with this effective
dipole moment is E ∼ DA/D3. If Bob’s particle is re-
leased for a time TB , the separation δx between Bob’s
particle’s center of mass positions will be given by
δx ∼ qBE
mB
T 2B =
qB
mB
DA
D3
T 2B . (5)
Comparing with (4), we see that Bob will be able to
obtain significant “which-path” information concerning
Alice’s particle if and only if
DA
D3
T 2B > 1 . (6)
On the other hand, the amount of entangling radiation
that is emitted by Alice’s particle during the recombina-
tion can be estimated as follows. Each component of
Alice’s particle’s superposition corresponds to a charge-
current source jµL(R), which is assumed to generate the
corresponding coherent states |αR(L)〉. In general, the
overlap can be written as 〈αR|αL〉 = 〈0|αL−αR〉, where
|αL − αR〉 is the coherent state generated by the differ-
ence jL− jR (see [31, 32]). The latter corresponds to the
effective dipole DA(t). Classically, the energy flux radi-
ated by a time dependent dipole is ∼ (D¨A)2, so the total
energy, E , radiated when Alice “closes her dipole” will be
given by
E ∼
(DA
T 2A
)2
TA (7)
In quantum theory, this energy will appear in the form
of photons of frequency ∼ 1/TA. Therefore, the number
5of photons in the state |αL − αR〉 will be of order
N ∼
(DA
TA
)2
(8)
Therefore, Alice can avoid emitting entangling radiation
if and only if
DA < TA (9)
This result has been previously obtained in [31–34] with
varying degrees of detail and different techniques.
We are now in a position to analyze the outcomes of the
gedankenexperiment of section II in the various possible
cases. First, consider the main case of interest, namely
TA < D and TB < D, so that Alice closes her super-
position and Bob opens the trap in spacelike separated
regions. This case divides into two subcases according to
whether DA < TA or DA > TA. If DA < TA, then ac-
cording to (9), Alice can close her superposition without
emitting entangling radiation. But, since DA < TA < D,
it follows from (6) that Bob is unable to acquire “which-
path” information in time TB < D. Thus, Alice can
successfully recohere her particle, and Bob can do noth-
ing to stop her. On the other hand, if DA > TA, then
Alice’s particle will necessarily emit entangling radiation,
and her recoherence experiment will fail for this reason.
Bob’s particle can also obtain “which-path” information.
The state of his particle will thereby be correlated with
the state of Alice’s particle. But Bob is entirely an “in-
nocent bystander” in the decoherence of Alice’s particle.
When he opens the trap, his particle is merely entangling
with the electromagnetic field that was already entangled
with Alice’s particle. He does not contribute in any way
to Alice’s particle’s decoherence.
By contrast, it is interesting to consider the case where
we drop the limitation TA < D. In particular, suppose
that7 DA > D, so that, according to (6), Bob would ac-
quire “which-path” information during the time TB < D
if he releases his particle from the trap. However, sup-
pose that Alice takes time TA > DA to close her super-
position, so that she does not emit any entangling radi-
ation. In that case, if Bob did not release his particle
from the trap, Alice can successfully recohere her parti-
cle. However, if Bob did release his particle, it will get
entangled with Alice’s and her recoherence experiment
will fail. There is no causality issue with this because
we have TA > DA > D. But it is interesting that what
would have been a “false decoherence” of Alice’s particle
resulting from its entanglement with its own electromag-
netic field becomes a true decoherence if Bob gets into
the act. No matter how slowly she recombines her parti-
cle, Alice will be unable to undo her initial entanglement
7 Note thatDA > D requires qA  1, since we assume that d D.
with electromagnetic states |αL〉F and |αR〉F , which will
be transferred to entanglement with Bob’s particle. In
this case, Bob is no longer an “innocent bystander”; he
is responsible for the failure of Alice’s recoherence ex-
periment. Interestingly, while Bob is carrying out his
experiment, he has no idea whether he will be an inno-
cent bystander or the culprit responsible for destroying
the coherence of Alice’s particle.
Finally, we consider what would happen if Alice tries
to collect the radiation emitted by the particle and then
combine the radiation with her particle in a recoherence
experiment. The case of main interest is D < DA, since
otherwise Bob would not be able to gain “which-path”
information in the allotted time in any case. In order for
Alice to collect the radiation, she will need the equivalent
of a spherical mirror surrounding her apparatus. She can
either (I) have this mirror be present during the entire
experiment or (II) erect this mirror over a time TM < D
beginning near t = 0. She also has the choice of plac-
ing the mirror at distance (a) RM < D or (b) RM > D
from her. In case (Ia), Alice will be able to successfully
perform the recoherence experiment, but the mirror will
shield the effective dipole from Bob, who will not be able
to gain any “which-path” information. In cases (Ib) and
(IIb), Bob will be able to gain “which-path” information
and will be responsible for the decoherence of Alice’s par-
ticle, just as in the case TA > D discussed in the previ-
ous paragraph. Finally, in the case (IIa), the erection of
the mirror in time TM < D < DA will produce a time
changing dipole moment, which will result in the emis-
sion of entangling photons to infinity just as in the case
TA < D < DA discussed above. Again, no difficulties
with causality or complementarity arise.
In summary, our analysis of this gedankenexperiment
yields entirely consistent results that are compatible with
causality and complementarity8. We emphasize that
both vacuum fluctuations of the electromagnetic field and
the quantization of electromagnetic radiation were essen-
tial for obtaining this consistency. Without vacuum fluc-
tuations, in the case DA < D, Bob should be able to
obtain “which-path” information in time TB < D, re-
sulting in a violation of causality if he influences Alice’s
state and a violation of complementarity if he doesn’t.
Similarly, without quantized radiation, in the case where
DA > D, Alice would be able to recohere her particle
in time TA < D (if not influenced by Bob), but Bob
can obtain significant “which-path” information in time
TB < D. Again, this would lead to a violation of causal-
ity or complementarity.
8 Our argument also encompasses the set-up described in [2] which
slightly differs from Fig.1.
6IV. ANALYSIS OF THE GRAVITATIONAL
VERSION
We now consider the gravitational version of the
gedankenexperiment of Sec. II. We set qA = qB = 0 but
now take into account the gravitational interaction. We
continue to treat the particles via nonrelativistic quan-
tum mechanics and we treat the (linearized) gravitational
field as a quantum field. Our main aim is to show that, as
in the electromagnetic version, the vacuum fluctuations
of the gravitational field and the quantization of gravi-
tational radiation are essential for the consistency of the
analysis.
The quantization of (linearized) gravitational radiation
does not require any further discussion from us. However,
we shall now briefly discuss the implications of vacuum
fluctuations for the “localization” of a particle. On ac-
count of the absence of background structure in general
relativity, the “location” of a particle is not a well defined
concept. The best one can do is consider the relative lo-
cation of two bodies. Consider two bodies separated by
a distance R. When averaged over a spacetime region
of (space and time) dimension R, the magnitude of the
vacuum fluctuations of the Riemann curvature tensor R
should be of order9
∆R ∼ lP /R3 (10)
where lP =
√
G is the Planck length. (Re-inserting ~ and
c, we have lP = (G~/c3)1/2 ∼ 10−35m.) Integration of
the geodesic deviation equation over time R then yields
the result that the two bodies should fluctuate in their
relative position by an amount
∆x ∼ lP (11)
independently of R (and independently of the mass or
other properties of the body). This leads to the conclu-
sion that localization of any body cannot be achieved to
better than a Planck length—a conclusion that has been
previously reached by many authors; see [36], [37, 38] and
references therein. Thus, in our gedankenexperiment, in
order for significant entanglement to be achieved after
Bob releases his particle from the trap, it is necessary
that the difference in the gravitational fields resulting
from the different components of the wavefunction of Al-
ice’s particle be large enough to produce a displacement
δx > lP (12)
9 This follows from the fact that the correlation function of the
linearized metric diverges as l2P /σ, where σ denotes the squared
geodesic distance between the points. Since the linearized Rie-
mann tensor is constructed from two derivatives of the metric,
the correlation function of the linearized Riemann tensor diverges
as l2P /σ
3, yielding the estimate (10).
in the motion of Bob’s particle. In the following, we will
work in Planck units by setting G = 1 (in addition to
~ = c = 1), so lP = 1.
We now estimate more quantitatively Bob’s ability to
obtain “which-path” information as well as the entangle-
ment of Alice’s particle with gravitons. Here, there is
one very significant difference with the electromagnetic
case: One might expect that, as in the electromagnetic
case, the separation of Alice’s particle into a superposi-
tion of different paths would produce an effective mass
dipole moment, which would provide the leading order
effect that Bob could use to entangle his particle with
Alice’s. However, this is not the case. Although Alice’s
particle, considered by itself, would lead to an effective
mass dipole, the fact that she used a laboratory to do
the separation cannot be neglected. Alice’s total system
consists of her particle and her laboratory (plus whatever
her laboratory is attached to, such as the Earth). The
stress-energy tensor of her total system is conserved. But
conservation of stress-energy in a (nearly) flat spacetime
implies that the center of mass of the total system moves
on an inertial trajectory that cannot be altered no mat-
ter what internal changes take place in the system. In
our case, this means that if Alice’s particle “moves to the
left” under the Stern-Gerlach splitting, then her labora-
tory must “move to the right” by just the right amount
to keep the center of mass unchanged. Thus, Alice’s par-
ticle must become entangled with her laboratory, in such
a way that the state of her total system (ignoring the
spin factors) is of the form
|L〉|βL〉|αL〉+ |R〉|βR〉|αR〉 (13)
where |βL〉 and |βR〉 are the corresponding laboratory
states and |αL(R)〉 the gravitational field states (similarly
to (1)). This entanglement with the laboratory need not
produce a significant decoherence—and this decoherence
should be a “false decoherence” [30] in any case. The
importance of including Alice’s laboratory in the analysis
is that the states |L〉|βL〉 and |R〉|βR〉 have exactly the
same center of mass. Thus, the effective mass dipole
resulting from the separation of Alice’s particle vanishes.
This point was overlooked in the analyses of [1, 2].
The vanishing of the effective mass dipole means that
the dominant gravitational effect that Bob can use to
obtain “which-path” information is the effective mass
quadrupole10, QA. The separation of Bob’s components
during time TB will now be given by
δx ∼ QA
D4
T 2B . (14)
10 Assuming that the mass of Alice’s laboratory is much greater
than the mass of her particle, the contributions of her laboratory
to the effective mass quadrupole may be safely neglected.
7Thus, Bob will be able to obtain “which-path” informa-
tion only when (recalling that we have set lP = 1)
QA
D4
T 2B > 1 . (15)
As in the electromagnetic case, Alice’s particle will ra-
diate when she performs the recombination, which will
lead to some degree of decoherence. However, now the
dominant entangling radiation will be quadrupole rather
than dipole in nature. (The absence of dipole gravita-
tional radiation is, of course, directly related to the con-
servation of center of mass.) The energy radiated while
she “closes her quadrupole” will be given by
E ∼
(QA
T 3A
)2
TA . (16)
The corresponding number of gravitons is
N ∼
(QA
T 2A
)2
(17)
Thus, Alice can avoid emitting entangling radiation only
when11
QA < T 2A . (18)
We now are in a position to analyze the various out-
comes of the gravitational gedankenexperiment. As be-
fore, the main case of interest is TA < D and TB < D.
This case divides into two subcases, according to whether
QA < T 2A or QA > T 2A. In the first case, according to
(18), Alice can avoid emitting significant entangling radi-
ation, but according to (15), Bob will be unable to obtain
significant “which-path” information in the allotted time.
Thus, we find that Alice can recohere her particle within
the allotted time, and this leads to no inconsistency with
Bob’s experiment. On the other hand, if QA > T 2A, Al-
ice will necessarily emit entangling gravitational radia-
tion, and her particle will decohere no matter what Bob
does. Bob can obtain “which-path” information in time
TB < D if he opens his trap—and the state of his parti-
cle will become correlated with Alice’s—but he is merely
transferring the entanglement with Alice’s particle that
was already present in the gravitational field to his parti-
cle. He is entirely an “innocent bystander” with regards
to the reason why Alice’s particle decohered.
The analysis of the other cases also follows in exact
parallel with the electromagnetic version. We conclude
11 This discussion can be generalized to higher multipoles, as would
be needed if, e.g., the effective quadrupole happened to vanish for
a particular configuration. In this case equation (14) is replaced
by δx ∼ (Q(n)A /Dn+2)T 2B , whereQ(n) is the mass 2nth-multipole
(n ≥ 2). Similarly, eq. (18) will be replaced by Q(n)A < TnA .
that by treating the (linearized) gravitational field as a
quantum field, we obtain an entirely consistent analysis
of the gravitational version of this gedankenexperiment,
which is fully compatible with causality and complemen-
tarity.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have carefully re-analyzed the gedankenexperiment
of Mari et al. [1] in both its electromagnetic and gravita-
tional versions.
In the electromagnetic case, we found that consistent
results compatible with causality and complementarity
are obtained, but that it was essential to take into ac-
count the quantum nature of the electromagnetic field
both with regard to vacuum fluctuations (which limit
Bob’s ability to obtain “which-path” information) and
the quantum properties of radiation (which cause Al-
ice’s particle to become entangled with photons if she
performs the recombination too quickly). We then ana-
lyzed the gravitational case and found that exactly anal-
ogous results hold, with the substitution “dipole” →
“quadrupole.” Again, the quantum nature of the (lin-
earized) gravitational field played a crucial role in our
analysis, both with regard to vacuum fluctuations and
the quantum properties of radiation.
The main significance of our results is that it can be
seen that the quantum properties of the gravitational
field are essential for obtaining a consistent description
of a system that otherwise should be well described by
nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. We conclude that
if Alice’s and Bob’s particles are well described by non-
relativistic quantum mechanics, then (linearized) gravity
must possess the properties of a quantum field with re-
gard to vacuum fluctuations and the quantum properties
of radiation. Conversely, if one wishes to deny either
of these quantum field properties of gravity, one must
be prepared to make drastic modifications to the non-
relativistic quantum mechanics of massive particles (see
e.g. [39] and references therein).
We hope that our result helps to settle the current
controversy whether the quantum nature of gravity is re-
quired in understanding the occurrence of gravitationally
induced entanglement. However, we do not believe that
our analysis offers any insights into the nature of a com-
plete quantum theory of nonlinear gravity, except that its
properties should be like those of an ordinary quantum
field theory in the linearized limit.
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